Open Educational Resources

WHAT IS OER?

- OER: Any educational content that is in the public domain or offered under open licenses and permissions.
- OER can include textbooks, videos, images, and more.

OER SAMPLES

DIGITAL TEXTBOOKS

- OpenStax
- EPFL Press
- FlatWorld

FREE (Restricted)

- Connections

WHY OER?

- To make higher education more affordable
- To increase access and student success
- To align assessments closely to course objectives

OER @ NOVA

2010-2014

- 30 courses, 33,500 students
- OER saved students $2.2 million

2015-2019

- 70 courses, 27,000 students
- OER saved students $2.5 million

2010-2019

- 200 courses, 1.3 million students
- OER saved students $12 million

STUDENT ENROLLMENT

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

- NOVA Website
- NOVA YouTube
- NOVA Instagram

OER CONTACTS

- oer@nova.edu

Northern Virginia Community College

Extramural Learning Institute
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